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rm Why offer two versions: round and square shaped
rocker plates?
We think that the user needs to have this choice. We the-

refore designed a wider range where the options may be

freely combined. The two basic and essential shapes –

the circle and the square – ensure the multiple functions

of modern wiring devices are harmoniously integrated. 

Furthermore, each version has its own advantages:

We have therefore rethought the traditional square rocker

plate so as to equip it with better ergonomics: a slightly

concave surface facilitates the control.

The difference is also visually noticeable and creates harmonious variations on surface composition.

The circle theme is innovative for this type of product. It is indeed the result of collective influences because the European and Asian

teams had the idea simultaneously, even before they confronted their concepts.

Proof that this audacious solution was ideally adapted to the aspirations of

users throughout the world. 

The newness is not only aesthetic: the ergonomics have also been

improved by this circle theme which allows the hand to move in

a more natural, intuitive way.

It is surely not by mere chance that the circle is a significant

trend in numerous everyday high-tech products.

“The round shape ensures the functions of modern
wiring devices are harmoniously integrated.”

In what way is the ArteorTM design innovative?
From a formal point of view, ArteorTM innovates through its bevelled profile. By a visual effect, the object appears

to float in space, weightless, bestowing unique elegance on the room.

Moreover, its lines echo those of high-tech objects

increasingly found in interiors: flat screens, digital

photo frames, and computer screens.

With ArteorTM, wiring devices are perfectly in sync

with new technologies.

“With ArteorTM, wiring devices are perfectly
in sync with new technologies.”
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What are the constraints encountered during a project of this scale?
Paradoxically, the thousands of kilometres that separate our design studio and the Asian studio did not present an obstacle in the internet

age. The geographical distance does not imply a "creative" distance and we found that we share values and sensibilities.

The challenge, in an international endeavour, is to adapt to the constraints of each country. These may be subjective: preferences,

effects of fashion, habits... Other constraints we had to take into account were more tangible: the shape of the rocker plate or the 

standards and local uses. We needed to develop a concept to offer the range in different standards while maintaining aesthetic consistency. 
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YUV 3 x FEMALE RCA

HDMI

49

HD 15 / JACK

For digital high definition video and audio
connection of a PC monitor, plasma screen, video
projector

For analog high definition video connection of a
DVD drive, plasma screen, video projector...

For the composite video and stereo audio
connection of a DVD drive, camera, video recorder,
video conference equipment...

   For analog video and audio stereo connection of a
PC monitor to a plasma screen or video projector

New technologies, new connections. ArteorTM adapts to all the digital developments in
order to guarantee complete reliability. Data sockets, Wi-Fi access points, TV, audio
and video sockets… At your home or office, easily connect computers, TVs, MP3s,
audio and video equipment.
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Reliable access to data or the internet and flexible use of modern audio and video 
devices - ArteorTM adapts to all digital developments and provides perfect connections 
whatever the requirement is.
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ALL-LOAD SWITCH

UNIVERSAL DIMMER

SENSITIVE SWITCH

MULTI-OUTPUT DIMMER

Micropush 2-way switch with LED locator Control light sources by simply passing the hand
in front of it

Universal dimmer - suitable for compact 
fluorescent lamps

Micropush dimmer for 2 circuits
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SKIRTING LIGHT WITH LED

TV/R/SAT SOCKET TELEPHONE SOCKET

ELECTRONIC ROOM THERMOSTAT

Comfort takes on another dimension with these switches that enable you to dim,
control and connect in a modern way: sensitive switch, electronic room thermostat...
New ways to reconcile everyday comfort with a responsible lifestyle.

Active temperature management room by room Installed near obstacles for greater safety 

For TV connection For telephone connection
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